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THE INCEEASING number of requests to
clinical laboratories during the past 10

years for serum cholesterol determinations re-

flects the growing awareness by physicians of
the possible relationship between serum choles¬
terol levels and cardiovascular disease. Greater
numerical demands and the rapid growth of in¬
terest in laboratory studies related to cardio¬
vascular disease have led to concern, among
physicians and laboratory directors alike, re¬

garding the stability of cholesterol levels as de¬
termined in a given laboratory and the com-

parability of determinations of this lipid among
various laboratories (1-3).
At the 1957 Conference of Longitudinal Car¬

diovascular Studies (i), it was recommended
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that a national laboratory be established to ini-
tiate and conduct a study of cholesterol and
to evaluate the various methods employed in its
determination. The National Communicable
Disease Center, Public Health Service, Atlanta,
was chosen to carry out such a program, which
would be open to the participation of State pub¬
lic health laboratories. A similar program was

designed by the State Laboratory of Hygiene
(4) to evaluate cholesterol testing in clinical
laboratories in Wisconsin. The Wisconsin pro¬
gram is open to any interested laboratory in the
State, and it is conducted on a voluntary basis
without cost or obligation to the participants.
The Wisconsin cholesterol external quality

control program began in December 1964, and
it is continuing at the present time. This report
summarizes the results obtained in the first
phase of the program, the 2-year period through
November 1966. The number of active partici¬
pants has varied, with 87 registered at present.
For statistical evaluation in this report, how¬
ever, the work of 69 laboratories is considered,
since the data collected on the remaining labora¬
tories are insufficient to provide reliable
conclusions.
The original purpose of the cholesterol ex¬

ternal quality control program was not to estab¬
lish approved or standard methods or to estab¬
lish standard levels of performance. Eather, its
major aim is to obtain performance data and
to compute, evaluate, and report these data con-
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fidentially to the participants. This information
can be used by each laboratory director to help
improve or maintain the performance levels in
his laboratory. The program offers the labora¬
tory director an accurate, independent measure

of the precision, stability, and accuracy of the
cholesterol analyses conducted in his laboratory.
It further enables him to ascertain how his lab-
oratory's results compare with others in the
State and, more important, with other labora¬
tories of established quality and expertise in
cholesterol determinations.
The participants can evaluate their results by

comparing them with those of the National
Communicable Disease Center's Medical Lab¬
oratory Branch, which is the primary reference
laboratory in the program, as well as with those
of two commercial laboratories of established
reputation. Finally, the program makes avail¬
able, without obligation or cost, the facilities of
the Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hygiene on

a consultation basis if a participating labora¬
tory needs help with problems related to the
determination of cholesterol by its chemistry
section.

Program Structure

Samples. The study used serum samples of
"known" concentrations of cholesterol. The
serum pool used for each sample was analyzed
by both the reference laboratories and by the
participating laboratories. Two samples were

distributed monthly, by mail, to each partici-
pant during the first year of the study and
quarterly during the second year. (In an inde¬
pendent study, it was shown that serum choles¬
terol levels did not deteriorate during shipment
of samples to the NCDC in Atlanta and back to
the State laboratory, where they were analyzed
a second time.)

After completing their analyses, participat¬
ing laboratories sent their results to the State
laboratory for computation and statistical anal¬
ysis. Generally, the samples were in the nor¬

mal and elevated ranges, since low-range serum

specimens are difficult to obtain in sufficient
quantity and, also, since the area of interest is
centered on normal and elevated ranges. The
results obtained were then evaluated, and
monthly or quarterly reports were made to
participants.

A comprehensive report, recently prepared,
summarized the laboratories' 2-year results in-
dividually for their personal evaluation. Some
of the information in that report is presented
here.
True values. To obtain the best possible

measure of the actual cholesterol content in the
pooled samples, four reference laboratories of
recognized quality were used to assay the sam¬

ples. The samples were sent to the reference
laboratories at the time the samples were mailed
to the participating laboratories. By using the
mean value reported by the reference labora¬
tories, it was possible to obtain a consistent es¬
timate of the actual cholesterol level or, as used
in the context of this paper, the "true" value for
the pools.
The following are the reference laboratories

used in the study and their methods of analysis:
Extraction and saponification methods (5, 6) :

Laboratory Consultation and Development Section
Laboratory Program
National Communicable Disease Center
Public Health Service
Atlanta, Ga. 30333
Biochemical Procedures
North Hollywood, Calif. 91607

AutoAnalyzer.ferric chloride method (7) :

Special Products Division
Bio-Science Laboratories
Van Nuys, Calif. 91405
State Laboratory of Hygiene
Clinical Chemistry Section
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wis. 53706

The State Laboratory of Hygiene was in¬
cluded as a reference laboratory for several rea¬

sons : (a) because the quality of its performance
has been independently evaluated by the NCDC,
(b) to obtain quality control data on the pools
used in the study, and (c) to evaluate the effects
of mailing samples as a regular part of the pro¬
gram. The samples at the State laboratory were

analyzed as a part of the regular daily work¬
load.

Results.Groups of Laboratories

Objectives. Evaluation of the results of the
study by separating participating laboratories
into large groups (as opposed to individual
laboratories) is an attempt to consider per-
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formance without inherent error due to few
data or other parameters internal to individual
laboratories. Grouping the laboratories by type
of analysis used also allowed a comparison of
the analytical methods.
For this part of the study, the participating

laboratories were divided into those using direct
methods and those using extraction methods.
The direct methods are performed on unproc-

Table 1. Results obtained by 56 labora¬
tories using direct methods (all values mg.
per 100 cc. of blood serum)

1 Duplicates. The slight variation between pairs of
samples indicates the precision obtained by the refer¬
ence laboratories for the two samples.

2 Standard deviation of all errors about the mean
error of 16 mg. (consistency of error).

essed serum. Henry (8) has listed many direct
methods. Also, three kits are commercially
available for direct methods.the Hycel Kit
(A), the Poly-Re-Sol Kit (5), and the Chole-
Tech Kit (G). All three are used by several
participating laboratories.
The second group of laboratories uses meth¬

ods based on single or multiple extraction
analyses. This group includes the laboratories
using the standard procedure of Abell and asso¬

ciates (5) and those using the AutoAnalyzer
(7) or other modified procedures (9,10). The
"reference method" for cholesterol determina¬
tions is generally taken to be the Abell method.
The Lipid Standardization Laboratory at the
NCDC, which conducts the national survey pro¬
gram, uses this method. According to an unpub-
lished paper, "Variables in the Technicon N-24
Method for the Determination of Serum Choles¬
terol" (August 1966) by Dr. G. R. Cooper and
associates at NCDC, the AutoAnalyzer method,
as used by the State laboratory and others (7),
obtains results compatible with those obtained
by the Abell method.
For the purposes of evaluation of specific as¬

pects of laboratory performance and correla¬
tion with various other parameters, the group¬
ing of laboratories based on other criteria is
discussed later.
Method of computation. For each monthly

sample, the group mean is computed. This mean
value is used to determine the standard devia¬
tion of the group for the particular sample. In
addition, the range (smallest and largest values
obtained on each sample) is also determined.
The group mean is then compared to the "true"
value for the sample in order to evaluate the
performance of the laboratories as a group.

Interpretation. The results obtained by 56
laboratories using the direct methods are shown
in table 1. The consistently high results, ob¬
tained by a comparison of the mean value of
laboratories using direct methods and the true
value for each sample, are due primarily to the
presence of other reactive lipids in the serum

(nonspecificity of the determination). The ex¬

traction methods, which increase the specificity
of the determination by a separation step,
eliminate most of the interfering lipids and thus
give results closer to the actual cholesterol level
of the serum.
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The mean error of the direct methods, com-

puted for a total of 32 samples, is +15.8 mg. per
100 cc. of blood serum with a standard deviation
(scatter of the values about the mean error) of
7.4 mg. The scatter shows that the results are

consistently high when compared to the true

value, but they are fairly close to the mean error

of 15.8 mg. The positive error (high results) is
due to the nonspecific reaction with cholesterol-
like substances, as previously discussed.
From the other computed data in table 1, we

may interpret the large average range (highest
to lowest value reported in the group) compared
to the small average standard deviation as show¬
ing that most laboratories, with only a few
exceptions, obtain results which agree rather
closely with the mean value. In the study, it
was determined that no one specific laboratory
consistently oceupied either the upper or lower
limit of the range.

Similar data are compiled in table 2 for the
13 laboratories using extraction methods. In
this case, the results agreed closely with the true
value (average error of +3.6 mg. per 100 cc. of
blood serum) and are scattered randomly about
it. The standard deviation of the errors about
their mean value was 10.8 mg. The smaller
number of laboratories using extraction
methods gives a less reliable estimate of the
standard deviation and accounts in part for the
difference from the direct methods. The fact
that direct methods are less complicated and
therefore less prone to experimental error may
also contribute to the observed value.

Conclusions. The direct methods showed a

tendency toward high results in comparison to
the true value. A laboratory using a direct

method, such as one of the commercial test kits,
would logically expect to obtain results approx¬
imately 16 mg. higher than the actual serum

cholesterol level. This fact should be considered
when examining laboratory results in terms of
"normal ranges," which are usually defined
according to the Abell extraction method. The
small standard deviation of the errors about the
mean error is indicative of the precision of the
direct methods.
Analysis of the data obtained in the study of

the extraction methods shows that the variation
about the true value is nearly random (not
biased toward high or low values). The small
average error (+3.6 mg.) is within the inherent
variability of the method.

Results.Individual Laboratories

Objectives. The aim of the evaluation of the
clinical laboratories is to assess the performance
of individual laboratories in the State and also
to demonstrate the advantages and value of a

long-range program of independent external
quality control.
To evaluate the performance of the partici¬

pating laboratories, four arbitrary criteria of
performance were selected. Thus, a laboratory
can be evaluated with respect to all of these
criteria separately or in combination. This
possibility permits a more or less independent
consideration of one facet of the laboratory's
performance without being prejudiced by the
other data.
The four evaluation criteria and the type of

information obtained from each are shown in
the box below.
The first three criteria represent the overall

Evaluation criteria
1. 90 percent of data reported are within ±20 mg. of

mean value reported by the group of laboratories.
(This criterion was chosen with very strict limits to
differentiate laboratories with exceptional levels of
performance.)

2. 90 percent of all reported data are within ±50
mg. of the mean value for the group.

3. Standard deviation of the laboratory's errors

about its mean error is less than 25 mg.

4. Average range of duplicate samples (analyzed
at the same time) is less than 10 mg.

Information obtained

Measure of laboratory's ability to obtain accurate
results.comparison with group mean eliminates errors

due to method.

Measure of the laboratory's ability to remain in con¬

trol, that is, to attain consistently a "reasonable" meas¬

ure of serum cholesterol.
Measure of the consistency of performance.low

values indicate systematic errors, high values indicate
random errors.
Measure of both precision and control of a laboratory

during any given day.
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performance during the study, and in effect they
summarize a laboratory's performance. The
fourth criterion is based on the analysis of du-
plicate samples and yields information regard¬
ing a laboratory's ability to reproduce its
results. In all cases, no information was given
to the participants as to the character of the

Table 2. Results obtained by 13 labora¬
tories using extraction methods (all values
mg. per 100 cc. of blood serum)

Date

1964
December_

Do___.

1965

January_
Do.___

February.
Do____

March_
Do_..__

April_
Do.___

May_
Do____

June_
Do____

July-
Do____

August_
Do__._

September.
Do.._

October_
Do..._

November.
Do_._

1966

February.
Do____

May_
Do.__.

August_
Do_.__

November.
Do_._.

Overall mean
values_

Standard
deviation_

True
value

219
290

208
271
194
288

1 226
i 225
240
285
222
282
205
274
205
307

1 232
i 225
1 236
1 240
240
251
218
303

227
293

1 248
*246
250
230
212
216

Mean
value

234
308

228
295
207
292
228
225
256
295
233
282
206
271
211
311
228
235
232
234
227
233
216
280

218
282
257
256
259
239
221
225

Mean
error

+ 15
+ 18

+ 20
+ 24
+ 11
+4
+ 2
0

+ 16
+ 10
+ 11

0
-1
-3
+ 6
+4
-4
+ 10
-4
-6
-13
-18
-2
-23

-5
-11
+ 9
+ 10
+ 9
+ 9
+ 9
+ 9

Range

+ 3.6

2 10.8

298-207
378-250

306-181
358-250
264-176
370-230
273-195
266-185
360-205
345-259
302-197
310-260
340-187
460-240
251-176
358-280
252-194
262-192
260-175
260-185
272-162
284-175
238-198
312-254

245-190
305-248
274-209
366-201
280-241
254-221
238-152
238-164

Stand¬
ard
devi¬
ation

31.5
31.7

44.6
38.8
29.8
45.6
27.5
28.1
52.7
35.4
34.2
16.3
18.6
23.6
24.0
29.1
18.9
24.4
29.5
29.5
42.1
42.3
16.3
20.3

20.1
22.2
23.8
15.6
13.9
11.0
9.4
9.1

26.5

1 Duplicates. The slight variation between pairs of
samples indicates the precision obtained by the
reference laboratories for the two samples.

2 Standard deviation of all errors about the mean
error of 3.6 mg. (consistency of error).

samples (high, low, or duplicates) until the
monthly report following analysis.
Method of evaluation. To determine the per¬

formance of the laboratory with regard to the
criteria chosen, each laboratory was considered
individually. Its results on the sample were

evaluated according to the various criteria.
Evaluation of reference laboratories. The

evaluation criteria, plus both algebraic and
absolute summations of deviations from mean

values, show the performance of the reference
laboratories (table 3). Since all the reference
laboratories meet acceptable limits on all of the
criteria, actual numerical data are shown in-
stead of the "acceptable" or "not acceptable"
designations used elsewhere. The data in table
3 are, of course, internally biased since the four
reference laboratories are compared only with
each other. These results are of value, however,
in that the information provides an independent
check on the acceptability of the criteria for
evaluation, and the data can be used to compare
the consistency of the performance of the refer¬
ence laboratories.
Of the two additional criteria, the average

absolute error is computed from a summation
of the absolute values of the errors on individual
samples from the true value and is a measure of
the closeness to the true value routinely obtained
by the laboratory. The algebraic error, on the
other hand, is also based on a similar summa¬

tion, but taken with regard to sign, and is an

indication of the consistency of the results. In
either case, the very low values obtained by the
reference laboratories show their errors to be
both random and small.
Evaluation of participating laboratories.

On the basis of the previously described criteria,
the participants are evaluated by comparing
their results to the mean values achieved by their
group. A primary evaluation based on labora¬
tory success in fulfilling the various criteria
shows the following: laboratories achieving
four acceptable criteria, 9 percent; three accept¬
able, 38 percent; two acceptable, 28 percent;
one acceptable criterion, 16 percent; no accept¬
able criteria, 10 percent. In view of the relative
"strictness" of criterion 1, the low percentage is
important only in that it indicates those labora¬
tories which consistently perform on an excep-
tional level. Three or more acceptable criteria,
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obtained by 47 percent of participants, is a more
accurate indication of good overall performance.
On the other hand, 26 percent of the labora¬

tories fulfilled either one or none of the criteria
and thus, by the criteria chosen for this study,
were not performing at acceptable levels. The
data reported here, however, represent only the
first 2 years of the program, and some of these
laboratories have shown subsequent improve¬
ment. The continuing study and evaluation will
probably reveal further improvements, as well
as more statistically valid conclusions.
Other types of information may be ascertain-

ed from the accumulated data. In the following
list, the participating laboratories are grouped
by other arbitrarily chosen common factors.
Group 1: All laboratories
Group 2: Laboratories using direct methods, includ¬

ing all kits
Group 3: Laboratories using extraction methods, in¬

cluding AutoAnalyzer
Group 4: Laboratories headed by a person holding a

doctorate (M.D., Ph.D., pathologist)
Group 5: Laboratories using commercial kits
Group 6: Large laboratories (workload of more than

20 samples per week)
Group 7: Small laboratories

Table 4 shows the data on fulfillment of the
various criteria by the seven groups listed. This
table is an attempt to answer colleagues' ques¬
tions as to the factors which may affect the lab¬
oratory performance.
The most valid evaluation of the data in table

4 is a comparison of the individual groups with
the participants as a whole (group 1). The vari¬
ous groups should be compared on the basis of

Table 4. Data on fulfillment of criteria by
laboratories in various groups

a "good" performance (acceptable on three or

four criteria), "fair" but needing improvement
(acceptable on two criteria), and "unacceptable"
performance (acceptable on none or one of the

criteria). The overall consensus (group 1)
showed three-fourths of the laboratories in the
"extreme" categories.47 percent in the "good"
and 26 percent in the "unacceptable."
On this basis, data for the direct (group 2)

and extraction (group 3) laboratories show no

significant differences from the group 1 data.
Likewise, the laboratories headed by persons
holding a doctorate, about 60 percent of the
total (group 4), show little variation from the
entire group.
The laboratories using a commercial kit

method (group 5) show a slightly different
spread of data, with a more even distribution
among the five criteria. Interestingly, all six

Table 3. Evaluation of reference laboratories

1 The evaluation criteria are described on p. 960.
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laboratories which achieved a perfect "4 of 4"
on the evaluation criteria are in the group using
commercial kits. Curious also is the fact that
four of the six laboratories in the "0 of 4"
category also use the commercial kits. This re-
sult seems to indicate that results obtained with
the kits reflect (as do all chemical testing pro-
cedures) the skill and care of the persons or
laboratories performing the analysis.

Finally, on the basis of "large-small" (groups
6 and 7) laboratory workloads, the larger labor-
atories attained a greater percentage in the
"good" category. This observation could reflect
a number of variables, such as specialization
among laboratory personnel, internal quality
control, or more elaborate equipment. The
laboratories with a smaller workload showed
a slightly lower percentage in the "good" cate-
gory, but this group contained three of the six
laboratories in the "4 of 4" category. This rec-
ord indicates that a large workload is not a pre-
requisite for achieving good results and shows
the value of external quality control in provid-
ing an unbiased evaluation of performance.

Discussion

This report does not show short-term im-
provement in the participants' performance,
which, it is hoped, is a logical outgrowth of co-
operation in an external quality control pro-
gram. Our redesigned, continuing program
based on computer-analyzed reporting does in-
corporate this feature.
The success or failure of this or any program

of quality control is difficult to quantitate.
However, the fact that a laboratory becomes
aware of the importance of quality control is a
notable success in itself. The laboratories under
responsible direction profit most from this
type of program, in which an unbiased ex-
ternal evaluation of performance provides the
director with important information, which is
needed for critical appraisal of laboratory
performance.
The data in this paper are also internally

biased because the program is voluntary. The
participating laboratories had a sincere interest
in external quality control at the outset and
consequently made the overt effort to join this

program. Logically, their performance might
be expected to already reflect their awareness
of the need and value of a program of quality
control.

Summary

The State of Wisconsin is conducting an ex-
ternal quality control program to evaluate
cholesterol determinations among clinical labo-
ratories. The laboratories are participating vol-
untarily, and they include a cross section of
types-hospital, clinic, group practice, individ-
ual physicians' offices, and independent labora-
tories.
The results obtained during the first 2 years

of the program, 1964-66, by 69 laboratories
were evaluated in two ways: (a) by their meth-
od of analysis (direct or extraction) and (b) by
laboratory groups, according to size of work-
load, use of commercial kits, directors' training,
and other factors.

Laboratories using direct methods of analysis
showed elevated results, while the results of
those using extraction methods correlated more
closely with actual cholesterol levels. Generally,
by the criteria chosen for evaluation, one-half
of the participants performed at acceptable
levels, one-fourth at the middle level, and one-
fourth at unacceptable levels.
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methods of rehabilitation, and shows
in interviews the adjustment of
patients to their conditions.
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AUDIENCE: Personnel of State and
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courses in mycology, and of the U.S.
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SUMMARY: Describes t w o out-
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chase from DuArt Film Labora-
tories, Inc., 245 West 55th Street,
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Jacob Antelyes, D.V.M., Middle Vil-
lage, N.Y., delivered at a general ses-
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the American Veterinary Medical As-
sociation in Louisville, Ky., July 13,
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